A Case Study on Netformx ChannelXpert

ChannelXpert Enables
NetCraftsmen to Take Action

NetCraftsmen Focuses on Craftsmanship
NetCraftsmen is a Cisco gold reseller who provides professional services as well as products. They buy through
distributors. NetCraftsmen supports many regulated industries, such as federal agencies, healthcare, energy, and
finance sectors, where getting it right the first time is important. Their focus is on craftsmanship—like their name—and
doing an exemplary job for their customers.
NetCraftsmen had been using Netformx DesignXpert® to speed creation of accurate designs but until Netformx
ChannelXpert1 became available a year ago they had to use manual processes to identify promotions to incorporate
into designs and to manage Cisco Value Incentive Programs (VIP) and track employee certifications. Like most solution
providers, senior management at NetCraftsmen performed rough spreadsheet analyses with data from vendor reports
that were difficult to analyze and did not always provide relevant data or useful insights. Since these were cumbersome
processes, they were only done on an as-needed basis.
To improve their productivity, NetCraftsmen turned to Netformx ChannelXpert.
Netformx ChannelXpert was formerly known as VARcompliance
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“Netformx ChannelXpert has enabled us to take full
advantage of vendor incentive programs by automating
our manual processes and identifying opportunities we
would never have been aware of.”
David Yarashus
CTO at NetCraftsmen, LLC

ChannelXpert Simplifies Business Decision-making
Netformx ChannelXpert automates the process of capturing reward dollars,
adhering to discount-based incentives, ensuring compliance, and tracking
employee certifications. It removes labor-intensive tasks and significantly
improves visibility and management of technology supplier reward and
certification programs.
ChannelXpert is the central pillar of the Netformx Operate-to-Profit suite and
is organized into six modules that address different parts of the sales cycle
and program management:
1. ChannelXpert-Profit

4. ChannelXpert-Deal

2. ChannelXpert-Certification

5. ChannelXpert-Usage

3. ChannelXpert-Purchase

6. ChannelXpert-Promotion

Each module has a dynamic dashboard and drill-down capabilities that enable
companies to gain business insights and increase profitability.
With ChannelXpert, NetCraftsmen has been able to easily track, analyze, and
understand their vendor reward status. Instead of using an arduous manual
process to review program disqualifications at the end of the VIP period,
ChannelXpert dashboards provide easy-to-understand, actionable information
derived from Cisco reports so NetCraftsmen can track their rewards quickly
and consistently throughout the qualification period.

“We have seen immediate growth in our reward rebates
since we have used Netformx ChannelXpert to highlight
vendor incentive programs as proposals are generated, to
fix any rebate submission errors, and to track rewards.”
David Yarashus
CTO at NetCraftsmen, LLC
In addition, the ChannelXpert-Certification module simplifies and automates
NetCraftsmen employee certification management by creating a requiredaction checklist that makes certification data readily understandable and
actionable. With a single click NetCraftsmen can see who will need to be
recertified, by when.
ChannelXpert has made a broad range of business results easy to obtain,
including many areas that were not managed at all because data were not
available or were cumbersome to analyze. After using it for about a year
NetCraftsmen has gained significant value from ChannelXpert through
improved partner efficiency and new insights that impact profitability.

With ChannelXpert,
NetCraftsmen can:
 Focus on actions, not data
gathering and analysis
 Efficiently and cost-effectively
manage vendor promotions
 Identify equipment substitutions
with incentives that reflect the
vendor’s strategy
 Quickly reconcile partner
forecasts with actuals
 Track and manage certifications
to avoid surprises
 Increase productivity from
automated processes
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ChannelXpert-Profit Streamlines Incentive
Program Management
Before ChannelXpert, NetCraftsmen executives reviewed their participation
in vendor programs and promotions manually with spreadsheets and paper.
Incentive program reviews were done when requested or near the end of the
promotion period. Vendor-specific tools contained the needed information
but were hard to parse and cumbersome to use, making it difficult to get
actionable information on the company’s current reward status or the
forecast through the end of the period.
NetCraftsmen now uses ChannelXpert-Profit to simplify their incentive
program management so that the time spent focuses on actions, not gathering
and manipulating data. Actionable insights in easy-to-read graphical displays
provide consistent snapshot views, which was impossible to do without
ChannelXpert. And since it is so easy to use, the executive checks the
numbers frequently to stay on top of potential disqualifications throughout
the period.

ChannelXpert-Promotion Creates More Profitable Designs
“The Netformx ChannelXpert-Promotion module is a
productivity enhancer that is part of the standard tool
kit all our engineers need to use.”
David Yarashus
CTO at NetCraftsmen, LLC

Previously during the design process NetCraftsmen engineers manually
browsed the vendor’s website for promotions before starting the design or
took incentives into account after the Bill of Materials (BoM) was created.
Now by using the Promotion module they can quickly check the BoM
against Cisco’s strategy to see if other equipment options would align better
with the vendor’s direction and provide cost savings to their customers.
PromotionXpert cross-references each BoM line item against user
certifications and promotion eligibility to determine possible substitutions
that yield better program participation. And now that ChannelXpert is
integrated into DesignXpert the engineers can see equipment options and
their impact on the budget in real time as they are creating designs, saving
even more time and greatly improving accuracy.

“With a simple right-click the Netformx ChannelXpertPromotion module identifies relevant equipment
alternates that would have taken 15-30 minutes to look
up manually. Multiplying this by the number of devices
in a design means a significant increase in productivity
as well as accuracy.”
Denise Donohue
Senior Solutions Architect at NetCraftsmen, LLC

“Raw data and complex
reports are a waste
of time. Netformx
ChannelXpert doesn’t
just give me data—
it provides simple
graphics that tell me
what I can do.”
David Yarashus
CTO at NetCraftsmen, LLC
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ChannelXpert-Purchase Improves Purchasing Decisions
Through Supply Chain Visibility
NetCraftsmen managed their distributor supply chain by reviewing the
distributor’s reports and holding quarterly business reviews on the quality
of service provided. NetCraftsmen didn’t have the data to track spend by
distributor or to identify promotions that should have been paid based on
promotion eligibility but were missing from the vendor’s system.
The ChannelXpert-Purchase module drives better purchasing and supply
chain decisions by providing visibility by fulfillment supplier and products
sold, so partners can track purchases and optimize future purchases to
maximize incentives and profitability. With the Purchase module dashboards,
NetCraftsmen can now quickly reconcile their forecasts with the actuals from
their business partners by consolidating vendor and distribution sell-through
roll-ups by distributor and technology supplier.

ChannelXpert-Certification Automates Cisco
Certification Tracking
Before using ChannelXpert-Certification module, NetCraftsmen would
manually track certifications using certification specialization application
reports, which were filled with acronyms and hard to use. It was a painful
process involving plowing through spreadsheets and matching coverage
gaps against staff certifications and expirations. Expirations were often
discovered by accident.
ChannelXpert-Certification delivers certification and program compliance
tracking by automating the management, monitoring, and up-keep of
employee certification status at company, program, and individual levels.
It simplifies the process by creating a required action checklist that spells
out the vendor acronyms and makes the results readily understandable
and actionable. With a single click NetCraftsmen can see who needs to
be recertified and by when, so action can be taken in advance, such as
ensuring professional development matches vendor requirements.

ChannelXpert Increases Profitability with Business Insights
Netformx ChannelXpert has provided NetCraftsmen a powerful tool and
set of modules to efficiently manage their promotions, supply chain, and
certifications. Productivity has increased significantly, providing insights
into many business-affecting areas that could not be managed effectively
beforehand. Instead of occasional, inconsistent spreadsheet analyses,
ChannelXpert provides actionable data in easy-to-use dashboards that
make efficient use of executive time and enable NetCraftsmen to be
outstanding craftsmen to their customers.

“Netformx is very easy to work with. As an early adopter
we appreciated that our suggestions were implemented
quickly, providing benefit to both us and Netformx.”
David Yarashus
CTO at NetCraftsmen, LLC

“Netformx ChannelXpertCertification is a
critical module that
I use more than any
other. The required
action report provides
readily understandable,
immediately actionable
data so I can keep up
with all of our training
and certification
requirements. No
decoder ring is needed!”
David Yarashus
CTO at NetCraftsmen, LLC
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About Netformx
Netformx accelerates solution provider profits with powerful business
intelligence, actionable insights, collaboration, and automation that connect
people, information, and processes. Using Netformx award-winning solutions
our customers design and sell winning and implementable multivendor
solutions demanded by enterprises across the globe, while operating their
businesses profitably. Netformx has over 2,000 service provider, systems
integrator, and technology vendor customers in more than 120 countries.
More information can be found at www.Netformx.com.

About NetCraftsmen
NetCraftsmen is a 13-year-old network engineering company whose
engineers are world renowned for their expertise and experience. With
10 Cisco Certified Internetwork Engineers (CCIE) and 1 Cisco Certified
Design Expert on staff, NetCraftsmen is a Gold Certified Partner with Cisco
Systems. The company delivers high-impact Infrastructure and Unified
Communications & Collaboration products and services to organizations
including the Government, Healthcare, Finance, and Energy industries.
NetCraftsmen’s comprehensive solution portfolio is centered around
networking, collaboration, security, and data center technologies. More
information can be found at www.NetCraftsmen.net.
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